EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Heading Towards a Service Economy
In 2013, the experiences and activities of U.S. companies in China are more
than ever resembling developed markets. More companies are involved in the
service sector, and there is a continuing shift from the pursuit of manufacturing
for export, towards producing and distributing goods for the domestic market,
as well as rapid growth of the services sector. These findings are brought
out in the 2013 AmCham Shanghai China Business Climate Survey, the 13th
edition of this study of conditions facing American business in China.
In addition to the shift towards services, a greater number of U.S. small- and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) responded to the survey than in earlier
years, as the increasing transparency and accessibility in China, combined
with the ongoing struggles in the U.S., make Shanghai more attractive for
entrepreneurs, particularly in the services sector.
Survey data show that 37 percent of companies identified themselves as an
SME in 2013, or firms with 500 or fewer employees worldwide, up from about
a quarter one year ago (Q6).
Macroeconomic Context
In general, the experiences of U.S. companies as reported in the survey align
with broader economic trends in Shanghai, as well as across China.
As China’s economy continues to develop, the Shanghai government has set the
goal of driving service sector development and making the city an International
Financial Center (IFC) and shipping hub by 2020. Shanghai aims for its services
sector to account for roughly two thirds of the city’s economy by 2015. The
Shanghai Free Trade Zone (FTZ), established in 2013, is a further step by the
government to grow services and attract additional foreign investment.
Survey data indicate U.S. companies are taking advantage of growing services
opportunities. In 2013, services accounted for more than half (52 percent) of
U.S. companies’ revenue – an 11 point jump from the year before. The growing
importance of services to the bottom line is in contrast to manufacturing,
which dropped 10 percentage points in 2013 to make up only 37 percent of
companies’ revenue (Q7).
The growing importance of services also is captured in terms of top-line
GDP growth.While Shanghai’s economy grew 7.7 percent over the first three
quarters of 2013, the expansion of the services sector was much greater,
coming in at 9.1 percent over the same period, according to figures published
by the Shanghai Statistics Bureau. Official data show the services sector
accounted for 61.6 percent of Shanghai’s economy through the first three
quarters of 2013, up from 60.4 percent in 2012.
In contrast, the same figures show that the manufacturing sector in Shanghai
achieved 5.3 percent growth through the first three quarters of 2013.
Manufacturing as a percentage of the city’s economy declined to 38 percent
over the same period. The macroeconomic data indicate a trend in which
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manufacturing has slipped from 39 percent of Shanghai’s economy in 2012
and 41.4 percent in 2011, as Shanghai increasingly shifts to higher value-added
activities.
Economic Transformation Presents New Issues
As foreign businesses in China continue to grow along with the country’s
development, most companies responding to the survey continued to report
growing profits and general optimism regarding their business prospects in
China.
The survey data show companies recorded excellent top-line performance
indicators in 2013. Among respondents, 67 percent reported revenue growth
(Q12) over the previous year, and 74 percent of companies said their China
operations were profitable (Q10). Three out of four companies (75 percent)
reported a positive cash flow in their China operations, up 3 percentage points
from one year ago (Q15).
Fig. 1: 2013 Financial Performance
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U.S. companies remain committed to the China market, with 86 percent of
companies reporting an “optimistic” or “slightly optimistic” outlook for their
5-year business prospects in China (Q23). However, the shape of business
growth and expectations of leadership continue to evolve, with several trends
emerging from this year’s survey.
Among the common trends reported by U.S. companies are:
• In China for China – Continuing a trend from previous years, 59 percent
of companies say they primarily are in China to compete in the growing
domestic market (Q22);
• Growth is slowing, but profitability is spreading – Although profit
margins were roughly flat compared to the previous year, more companies
(74 percent) said they were profitable in 2013 than in previous surveys
(Q10);
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• Increasing competition – Strong competition from Chinese and
international players reflect an increasingly competitive China market; and
• Greater opportunities in services and for SMEs – U.S. companies,
including a growing number of SMEs, are tapping into a fast developing
services economy.
These trends represent economic reform being implemented across
the country and the leading role Shanghai-based companies are playing in
responding to and participating in these trends.
Persistent Business and Regulatory Challenges
As in any developing market, despite optimism and growth, challenges
in the business and regulatory environment in China continue to hinder
business. Rising costs, HR constraints, competition and an unclear regulatory
environment are among the leading challenges that U.S. companies faced in
2013.
For the third consecutive year, rising costs remained the top business challenge,
with 89 percent of companies responding that a number of increasing costs
in China hinders their business. Human resource constraints and local
competition ranked No. 2 and No. 3, respectively (Q38a).
Similarly, top legal and regulatory challenges in 2013 remained unchanged from
those over the past three years. Generally consistent with previous years,
80 percent of respondents cited bureaucracy as the No. 1 challenge, with
72 percent declaring difficulties from an unclear regulatory environment and
70 percent were concerned over problems with tax administration rounding
out the top three leading legal and regulatory challenges that companies said
hindered their business (Q39a).
Key Responses
An analysis of the issues raised by U.S. companies responding to the survey
indicates that companies in China are focusing on three key initiatives:
• Strengthening the core – Companies are focusing on key operational
issues to make operations more efficient and compliant to provide a platform
for further investment and growth;
• Knowing the customer – As baseline market growth slows, companies
are finding creative ways to change their growth strategies, stay ahead of the
competition and increase market share; and
• Integration – As global markets improve, companies are relying less on
rapid growth in China to support global performance and are instead looking
for ways to integrate China further into their global operations and focus on
China as a unique and distinct business operation.
Together, these initiatives form a cohesive response by U.S. companies to an
ongoing transitional phase in the business environment in China – one led
less by export- and investment-led growth to one sustained by consumption
and services.
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